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ABSTRACT
8LMW TETIV I\EQMRIW XLI [E]W MR [LMGL [SQIR YWI PETXSTW XS GSRWXVYGX E ¾I\MFPI [SVOWTEGI MR QYPXMTPI
IRZMVSRQIRXW8LMWTLIRSQIRSRSJXLIQSFMPISJ½GIVEMWIWUYIWXMSRWEFSYXXLITW]GLSPSK]SJWTEGI[MXLVIWTIGX
to domestic and public spaces, the role ÔthingsÕ play in creating ÔplaceÕ, and the implications for interior design. An 
autoethnographic approach provides the stimulus for this analysis.
7KH0RELOH2IÀFH$QDXWRHQWKQRJUDSKLFDFFRXQW
Emma Gieben-Gamal and Juliette MacDonald : University of 
Edinburgh, United Kingdom
spaces? If one considers the changes brought about as a result 
SJLSQIWERH[SVOTPEGIWFIGSQMRKWITEVEXIHMRXLIGSYVWISJ
the industrial revolution, one starts to see the enormity of such 







which technology individualises our own experience of space and 
TPEGIERHXSXLMROEFSYXXLI MQTPMGEXMSRW JSV MRXIVMSVHIWMKRWYGL
questions might elicit.
METHODS
An autoethnographic approach has been our main method of 
enquiry as we wanted to focus on our own subjective experience 
rather than solely observing the daily practices of other laptop 
YWIVW'EVSP]R)PPMWHI½RIWEYXSIXLRSKVETL]EW³VIWIEVGL[VMXMRK
story, and method that connect the autobiographical and personal 
to the cultural, social, and politicalÕ.2  We therefore opted to each 
OIITENSYVREPSJSYVPETXSTYWIJVSQ1E]XS%YKYWXXSFI
VI¾IGXIHSREXXLIIRHSJXLIVIWIEVGLTIVMSH-XWLSYPHFIRSXIH
that from the start of this research project we were conscious of 
our own particular socio-economic and employment status (for 
I\EQTPIXLEX[I[SVOMRETVSJIWWMSR[LIVIMXMWRSXYRGSQQSR
JSV[SVOXSFIGSRHYGXIHSYXWMHIRSVQEP[SVOMRKLSYVWERHMR
a variety of environments).
We believe that our approach is particularly aligned with 
Elizabeth ChinnÕs autoethnographic account of her relationship 
with consumerism.3 We were concerned with exploring our 
own experiences of space mediated by our laptops and what 
we might learn from such an analysis with respect to how 
women in particular create, use, visualise and narrate this 
experience. Carolyn Ellis and Arthur P. Bochner argue that 
autoethnography with its many levels of consciousness is 







ERH ZMVXYEP REXYVISJ[SVO MXWIPJ[LIVISRI GER VIQSXIP]HVST MR ERHSYXSJ XLISJ½GI JSV E






commuting and enabling them to reclaim time that might not otherwise be put to paid labour?  
As academics that use laptops on a regular basis we were intrigued as to the impact such usage 
has on the interior environment: what is the psychological effect of transforming these spaces? 
1MKLXXLIVIFIETSXIRXMEPP]PMFIVEXMRKSVIQTS[IVMRKJYRGXMSRJSVYWIVW#;LIRMWERSJ½GIRSX
ERSJ½GISVXSXYVRMXEVSYRH[LIRMWELSQIQSVIXLER³LSQI´1 and what does this mean for 
the gendered use of interior space and for the people who are responsible for designing such 
as in Identity and the Internet when writing about her Apple II 
[SVOIHTEVXMGYPEVP][IPPMRVIWTIGXXSGSRRIGXMRKWYGLTIVWSREP
use of an object to wider cultural phenomena.5 In this text she 
argues for the crucial role the internet plays in facilitating a shift 
in our notions of self and the other, and its ability to change our 
relationships with machines.  Whilst for the purpose of this paper 
[IEVIXLMROMRKEFSYXXLIXERKMFPIERHTL]WMGEPWMKRM½GERGISJ
XLI GSQTYXIV MXWIPJ VEXLIV XLER WTIGM½GEPP] EFSYX XLI ZMVXYEP
[SVPH MX IRGETWYPEXIW8YVOPI´W XI\X RSRIXLIPIWW LMKLPMKLXW XLI
role autoethnography can have when examining computers in 




QEXIVMEPQEVOMRK VIWIEVGL SV EHQMRMWXVEXMSR ¯ LEZI FIGSQI
the foci of our attention as we have tried to step outside our 
Ôthoughtless actionsÕ and notice how we use our computers 
XS GVIEXI E RSQEHMG[SVO TPEGI [LIXLIV[SVOMRK EX LSQI
MRXVERWMXXS[SVOSV MRSXLIV³IZIV]HE] ´WTEGIWWYGLEWGEJIW
This autoethnographic approach to our relationship with our 
laptops has led us to question procedures and processes 
[I RSVQEPP] XEOI JSV KVERXIH WYGL EW [LIVI ERH [LIR [I
feel comfortable using our laptops; how we reassess the 
things we store on the hard drive; and how together these 
IPIQIRXW JYRGXMSR EW WMKRM½IVW SJ [LS [I EVI8LEX MW LS[
we use our laptops and associated spaces to promote our 
MHIRXMX]XSSYVWIPZIWEWEREJ½VQEXMSRERHSYVWIPJMQEKIXS 
others (as an advertisement). 
Much has been written about the contingent nature of objects, 
whose meanings and values are dependent on a range of 
variants including where they are placed and how they are 
encountered within their spatial setting. Celia Lury for example 
writes of our relationship with things: ÔIt is about what an object 
might become, how it might evolve, how and with what (as 
well as who) it might connect, interact or evolve and so on.Õ6 
0MOI[MWI WTEXMEP XLISVMWXW ERH KISKVETLIVW WYGL EW (SVIIR
Massey have argued that both space and place are socially 
and culturally constructed through complex webs of relations 
extending from the body to the political which render places 
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¾YMHVIPEXMSREPERHGSRXIWXEFPI73RISJXLIUYIWXMSRW[IEWOIHSYVWIPZIWMRXLMWWXYH]MWLS[
SYVYWISJETEVXMGYPEVSFNIGX¯XLIPETXST¯½XWMRXSXLMW[IFSJVIPEXMSRWERHLS[XLIPETXST
itself might have an impact on the use and meaning of particular spaces and our sense of place. 
In relation to this we were also interested to see how our own experiences correlated with 
WSQISJXLI½RHMRKWJVSQPMXIVEXYVISRXLIKIRHIVIHYWISJMRJSVQEXMSRXIGLRSPSK]EW[IPPEW
[SQIR´W I\TIVMIRGISJ XLILSQIERHLSQI[SVO8 In particular we were interested in the 
½RHMRKWSJZEVMSYWVIWIEVGLWXYHMIW[LMGLWYKKIWXXLEX[LMPIXLIKIRHIVKETMRMRXIVRIXEGGIWW
has closed in relation to overall access and usage, evidence seems to suggest that issues such 
as time competition with other activities still shape womenÕs use of information technology 
at home.9;LEX MWWXVMOMRKLS[IZIV MWXLEX MRGSQTEVMWSRXSWXYHMIWSJ[SQIR´WXVEHMXMSREP
domestic roles, which consider the use and experience of space, there appears to be a paucity 
of research on the spatial use of information technology by women and the implications for 
interior design or home organisation.10'SRWIUYIRXP]XLMWFIGEQIEOI]JSGYWJSVSYVWXYH]
8EOIJSVI\EQTPI)´WRSXIWEFSYX[SVOMRKEXXLIOMXGLIRXEFPI*MKYVI
USE OF SPACE: THE HOME
E:
;SVOMRKMRTEMHIQTPS]QIRXHE]WE[IIOXLIQENSVMX]SJQ]XMQIMRXLILSQIMW
spent as a mother and housewife. In order to aid my transformation from these roles to 
XLEXSJTVSJIWWMSREPEGEHIQMGSRXLIHE]WXLEX-[SVOJVSQLSQI[LMGLEVIMVVIKYPEV
or the evenings, I have, without (design) intent, constructed subtle rituals through which 









VIKVIXXEFPI FYX WMKLX SJ XLIWI OMXGLIR ETTPMERGIW[SYPH FI XSS WXVSRK E VIQMRHIV SJ
XLEXSXLIVWTLIVI[LIVI³E[SQER´W[SVOMWRIZIVHSRI ´EWGSYRXPIWWEHWJSVHSQIWXMG
appliances have told us, cribbing the original reference from The Works of George Herbert 
in Prose and Verse of 1881).11 
As I settle down to this routine I am aware of the sociological implications and historical 
IGLSIWSJQ]TSWMXMSRMRXLIOMXGLIRWIIJSVI\EQTPI+LMWPEMRI,IVQERY^³3YXKVS[MRK





rather than the space possessing me. 
8LIUYIWXMSR-EWOQ]WIPJPEXIVMW[LIXLIVXLITVIWIRGISJQ]PETXSTLEWER]XLMRKXSHS
[MXLXLMWSV[LIXLIVMXMWWMQTP]³[SVOMRK ´EXXLIXEFPIXLEXQEOIWQIJIIPPMOIXLMW%JXIV
some thought I conclude that the laptop isWMKRM½GERX¯MXQEOIWQIJIIPconnected to my 
[SVPHSJ[SVO)ZIR[LIR-LEZIRSVIEPRIIHJSVXLIPETXSTMXMWWXMPPSRXLIXEFPIUYMIXP]
³WPIITMRK´8LMWWIRWISJGSRRIGXIHRIWWFVSYKLXEFSYXF]Q]PETXSTVIQMRHWQISJ[SVO
coming out of material culture studies that has explored the way in which objects enable 
us to create a sense of place and home. Of particular interest is Zeynep TuranÕs use of 
WinnicottÕs notion of Ôfacilitating environmentsÕ to characterise particular objects belonging 
to Palestinians in diaspora.13  While TuranÕs application of this term refers to the way in 
which certain artefacts such as rugs can enable those separated from their homeland to 
feel at once connected to the old home and at home in their new one, the term might also 
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saints, but much of the disembodied material is irreplaceable, given that the time to replace most 
of the material would amount to months, perhaps even years.  Eventually I decide that a shrine is 
the best metaphor of all given that the word itself derives from the Latin scrinium ¯EGEWISVGLIWX




my daily morning laptop ritual:
Having boarded the 8.15am train from Glasgow to Edinburgh I aim, as usual, for a window 
seat so that I have slightly more space at the gently tapered table.  This journey is in 
ScotlandÕs commuter-belt so I am usually jostling for laptop space but it is very quiet today 
ERH-LEZIE[LSPIXEFPIXSQ]WIPJTSWWMFP]FIGEYWI-LEZIEPWSFIIRXEOMRKTLSXSKVETLW
SJXLIPETXSTERHLEZIFIIRMHIRXM½IHEW³XLIGVE^][SQERSRXLIXVEMR´XSFIEZSMHIHEX
all costs).  Despite the wealth of space however, I still carefully position my laptop within a 
small area on the table so that it will not encroach on any travelling companionÕs sense of 
WTEGI-EP[E]WQEOIWYVIXLEXXLIPETXSTWPMKLXP]LERKWSZIVXLIJVSRXSJXLIXEFPIWSXLEX
when I open the lid it does not enter the Ôair spaceÕ of the person opposite me. (See Figure 
2) I realise that until now I had instinctively thought about the space at the table in vertical 
ERHLSVM^SRXEPXIVQW3RGIXLIPETXSTMWMRMXW³GSVVIGX ´WTEGI-EQXLIREFPIXS½PPYTXLI
Above
Figure 2: Train journey from Glasgow to Edinburgh, Image J. McDonald,
be applied to my laptop. For me it is not just a tool that enables me to access information, 
GSQQYRMGEXI[MXLJVMIRHWERHGSPPIEKYIWVIGSVHERH[VMXIQ]MHIEW©MXEPWSJEGMPMXEXIW




processes and social relationships.Õ14  I am also aware of the gendered position I occupy as 
ETEVXXMQI[SVOMRKQSXLIVGVIEXMRKEXIQTSVEPLSQISJ½GI
8LMWPIEHWYWXSVI¾IGXSRXLI½RHMRKWSJ0MJJERH7LITLIVH[LSEVKYIXLEX[LMPIXLIKIRHIVHMZMHI
in internet use is rapidly closing, more subtle issues such as quality of access remain important 
XS YRHIVWXERHMRK LS[[SQIR YWI XLI MRXIVRIX ¯ ERH JSV SYV TYVTSWIW GSQTYXIVW  ¯QSVI
generally.156I¾IGXMRKSRSYVS[REYXSIXLRSKVETLMIW[IVIEPMWIXLEXXLEXXLIQSFMPIUYEPMX]SJ
SYVGSQTYXIVWMWOI]RSXSRP]FIGEYWISJXLIUYEPMX]SJEGGIWWXSXLIMRXIVRIXFYXEPWSXLIUYEPMX]
SJ EGGIWW XSSYV[SVO2YQIVSYW VIWIEVGL WXYHMIWLEZIHIQSRWXVEXIH XLEX[SQIREVIQYGL
PIWWPMOIP]XLERQIRXSLEZIXLIMVS[RTIVWSREPWTEGI[MXLMRXLIMVLSQI-RXLMW)MWX]TMGEP8LI




would be more problematic. Furthermore, at those times when the family are present while E is 
[SVOMRKXLIPETXSTIREFPIW)XSJIIPTVIWIRXMRXLILSYWILSPHERHEGGIWWMFPIXSLIVGLMPHVIRMJ
RIIHIH[LMPIEPWSJIIPMRKWYJ½GMIRXP]VIQSZIHSVHMWXERGIHXSGSRGIRXVEXISRXLINSFEXLERH8LI
laptop therefore facilitates E in balancing her various, and sometimes competing, roles. 
J notes a similar sense of transforming the meaning of space through the act of using her laptop.









documents that relate to my domestic affairs; contact details, photographs of my family and friends 
EXZEVMSYWIZIRXWSVLSPMHE]WEW[IPPEWQ]IRXMVI[SVPHSJ[SVOIQEMPWHSGYQIRXWWTVIEHWLIIXW
PIGXYVIWRSXIWJSVVIWIEVGLTETIVWJSVEVXMGPIW©XLIPMWXGSYPHKSSR4IVLETWEVIPMUYEV]TVSZMHIW
a better metaphor for the hard disc. True, the contents of my Mac are not strange remnants of 
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XMR]EVIEWEVSYRHMX1]XVEMRXMGOIXKSIWFIX[IIRXLIPETXSTERHXLIIRHSJXLIXEFPIERH
LEWQ]M4LSRITPEGIHSRXST-JXLIXVEMRMWFYW]XLIRER]VIPEXIHTETIV[SVOLEWXSVIWX
on my lap so that I can read it and type simultaneously, but today I have the luxury of being 
EFPIXSTPEGIXLITETIV[SVOSRXLIXEFPIXSQ]PIJXERHGER[SVOMRTIEGI
8LI*VIRGLTLMPSWSTLIV+EWXSR&EGLIPEVHXSSOETLIRSQIRSPSKMGEPETTVSEGLMRLMWFSSOPoetics 
of Space (1969), and offers pertinent examples of how spaces might be conceived and imagined, 
while examining the implications of such imaginings. For me, BachelardÕs interest in the imagining of 
spaces and the psychological resonances of such imagining relates to the notion of the ephemeral 
SJ½GIFIMRKI\EQMRIHMRXLMWEVXMGPIPEVKIP]FIGEYWISJQ]RI[P]JSVQIHE[EVIRIWWSJQ]RIIHXS
create a sense of private space around me especially whenever I set up my laptop in public. I am 
particularly drawn to BachelardÕs understanding that experience is connected to action and that 




have to say how we inhabit our vital space, in accord with all the dialectics of life, how we 
XEOIVSSXHE]EJXIVHE]MREGSVRIVSJXLI[SVPH16 
;MXLSYXHSYFX-³XEOIVSSXHE]EJXIVHE] ´MREWQEPPWTEGISREXVEMRFYXXLEXWTEGIMWJSVQIHF]
and because of my laptop. 
USE OF SPACE: THE CAFE
E:
8SHE]-EQ[SVOMRKJVSQLSQIFYXTPERXSKMZIQ]WIPJEGLERKISJWGIRIERHKSSYXJSVGSJJII
(with my laptop) after lunch. The establishment I choose is a relaxed Ôgastro pubÕ which is largely 
open plan in design with a horseshoe shaped bar dividing the dining area at the front from a 
WQEPPIVGSWMIVEVIEEXXLIFEGO[LMGLLEWE½VITPEGIWSJEWERHEVQGLEMVW9WYEPP][LIR-IRXIVXLI
TYF-PSSOJSVEXEFPI[MXLXLIFIWXZMI[XLITYFMWPSGEXIHSRXLITVSQIREHIERHXLIJVSRXHMRMRK
section has views of the beach and the sea beyond) but when I arrive it is busier than I anticipated 
ERH-EQEWOIHXSYWIXLIFEGOWIGXMSRWMRGI-EQRSXIEXMRK,IVIQ]GLSMGIMWPMQMXIHXSEWSJE
with coffee table or small table with two stools, located next to a wall and to one side of a short 
¾MKLXSJWXEMVW-GLSSWIXLIWQEPPXEFPIERHTMGOXLIWXSSPXLEXJEGIWXLIFEVWSXLEXQ]GSQTYXIV




chose my seat. I also noted that as I chose my seat I felt vaguely self conscious about bringing out 
Q]PETXSTWMRGIXLIFEV[EWUYMXIFYW]ERHRSSRIIPWIWIIQIHXSLEZISRI¯EPXLSYKLXLITYF
GPIEVP]GEXIVWJSVXLMWWMRGIMXLEW[M½,S[IZIVEWWSSREW-STIRIHXLIWGVIIRERHXLIGSQTYXIV











-RXLIFSSOSpace Between People. How the Virtual Changes Physical Architecture (2008), Stephan 
(SIWMRKIVEVKYIWXLEXXLIYWISJRI[QIHMEERHGSQQYRMGEXMSRWXIGLRSPSK]GVIEXIWERI[OMRH
SJWTEGIERHXLEXXSSPWWYGLEW&PEGOFIVVMIWPETXSTWERHM4SHWGVIEXI³WTEGIWMRXVERWMX ´[LMGL³EVI
WTEGIW[IORS[XLEXKMZIYWEJIIPMRKSJLSQI´18 Unfortunately, Doesinger does not dwell upon 
this point or explore how this might have an impact on the physical architecture that surrounds 
YWEWXLIFSSOXMXPIWYKKIWXWMXQMKLXFYXMXMWGIVXEMRP]TIVXMRIRXXSSYVS[RI\TIVMIRGISJYWMRK




in public places, the question to then consider is how might such places respond to this growing 
TLIRSQIRSR#-WXLI¾YMHMX]SJJYRGXMSRQIERMRKERHI\TIVMIRGISJTPEGIVIRHIVIHXLVSYKLSYV
use of a particular object (our laptops), something that can be inscribed into the physicality of 
XLIWTEGIW[IYWI#'ERMRXIVMSVHIWMKRLIPTXSIRLERGISVIRGSYVEKIXLMW¾YMHMX]#
Norman KleinÕs vision of contemporary culture seems to suggest that new media and 
GSQQYRMGEXMSRWXIGLRSPSK]LEWEPVIEH]LEHERMQTEGXSRXLITL]WMGEPIRZMVSRQIRX³©FYMPHMRKW
EVIEWHISHIVM^IH WMGEWGSQTYXIVKVETLMGW XLIGYPXYVEP XSYVMWQ JIIPW PMOIER MRXIVJEGI;I
bring the true public life along with us, in our cell phones and our iPods; and in a few years, in our 
/MRHPIFSSOW´ 19 Implicit within this rendering of the city is the idea that our physical environment 
MWPMOIP]XSFIGSQIMRGVIEWMRKP]RIYXVEPEWSYVPMZIWEVIGSRHYGXIHIZIVQSVISRPMRI8LMWZMI[
EGGSVHW[MXL XLEX SJ GVMXMGW ERH XLISVMWXW[LS WMRGI XLI EHZIRX SJ XLI 7SR];EPOQER LEZI
pointed to the ways in which new mobile communications technology has led to an increasing 
HIXEGLQIRXJVSQSYVTL]WMGEPIRZMVSRQIRX¯SVGVIEXIHERMRHMZMHYEPMWIHI\TIVMIRGISJXLIGMX]
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the last few months suggests something different. While our laptops do indeed enable us to 
disengage at one level from our surroundings as we immerse ourselves in our private worlds, 
their use also sets up very particular relationships to our physical environment. Firstly, they 
affected the places and spaces we chose to sit in.  Where we had a choice we opted for 
MRXIVMSVWMR[LMGLXLIWTEXMEPEVVERKIQIRX[EWZEVMIKEXIHERHGSRXEMRIHRSSOWSVGSVRIVWXLEX
we could settle into; spaces that felt we could colonise for a short while, aided by props such 
EWTMPPEVWFSSOWLIPZIWSVREQIRXWSVTPERXW[LMGLLIPTXSGSRXEMRSVIRGPSWIWTEGI MRXIVMSVW
[LMGLWSYKLXXSIZSOIEWIRWISJTPEGIXLVSYKLXLIYWISJHIXEMPERHHIWMKRVEXLIVXLEREOMRH
of generic design typical of Ônon-placesÕ such as airports and bus or train terminals.22
8LMWTVIJIVIRGIJSVWTEGIWXLEXIZSOIEWIRWISJTPEGIERHTVSZMHIXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJGVIEXMRK
WSQIWIQFPERGISJIRGPSWYVI[LIRGLSSWMRK[LIVIXS[SVOSRSYVPETXSTWWIIQWXSFIFEGOIH
YT F] [SVO IRZMVSRQIRXW WYGL EW XLI -RXIVTSPMW ,IEHUYEVXIVW MR8MPFYVK8LI 2IXLIVPERHW
HIWMKRIHF])VMO:IPHLSIR[LMGLVIQEMRWERI\EQTPISJMRRSZEXMZIHIWMKRQSVIXLERXIR]IEVW
after its completion. Completed in 1996 and then enlarged and altered in 1998, the design was 
MR¾YIRGIH F] XLI RIIH XS EGGSQQSHEXI E KVS[MRK [SVOJSVGI MRGVIEWMRK ¾I\MFMPMX] SJJIVIH
by communications technology; and user-centred research, which found that many employees 
WTIRX GSRWMHIVEFPI EQSYRXW SJ XMQI E[E] JVSQ XLIMV HIWOW23 The resulting interior scheme 
[EWFEWIHSRXLITVMRGMTPISJ¾I\MFPI[SVOMRK[MXLIQTPS]IIW[SVOMRKSRPETXSTWERHYWMRK
QSFMPITLSRIWERHEW]WXIQSJ³LSXHIWOMRK ´ XLVSYKLSYX XLI X[SFYMPHMRKW8LIQSWXWXVMOMRK
JIEXYVILS[IZIVERH[LEXTIVLETWQEOIWXLI[LSPIW]WXIQ[SVOMWXLI³'PYF,SYWI ´SRXLI
KVSYRH¾SSVSJSRISJXLISJ½GIXS[IVWXLEXGSQTVMWIWXIRYRMUYIEVIEW¯IEGLHIWMKRIHF]





LEW WIIR IQTPS]II WEXMWJEGXMSR MRGVIEWI EX XLI WEQI XMQI EW KVIEXIV[SVOJSVGI HIRWMX] ERH
increased productivity.24;LEXXLI -RXIVTSPMWI\EQTPIWLS[WYW MWXLEXTISTPI[SVOFIXXIV MR
environments that are not uniform or standardised and which allow for individual agency in the 
GLSMGISJWTEGIXSMRLEFMX*SVXLMWMHIEXS[SVOXLIPETXSTMWOI]
One question that has arisen out of our research however, is whether gender has any bearing 
on the way in which we situate ourselves and our laptops, and whether this has an impact on 
our needs or desires for interior spaces? Does gender play a role in this negotiation of space 
and creation of Ôspaces in transitÕ? This possible gender divide was discussed when we both met 
to go over our drafts for this paper in a popular cafe in the centre of Edinburgh, and as we both 
FIGEQIE[EVISJSYVWLEVIHHIWMVIXS½RHEWIEXMRKSTXMSRXLEXTVSZMHIHWSQIWIRWISJTVMZEG]
E/J:
Always busy, the cafÕs seating includes a long table with chairs down both lengths, smaller 
tables for more intimate groupings, and a high ÔbarÕ table running along the length of the cafeÕs 
glass wall with high stools. Given the choice of two chairs in the middle of the long table, 
sharing one of the smaller tables, or two high chairs at the end of the bar table, we opted 
for the latter since it seemed to give the greatest sense of privacy. Getting our laptops out 
however, we felt oddly uncomfortable with the screens facing directly into the caf area 
ERHLEPJGSRWGMSYWP]YWIHSYVFSHMIWXSFPSGOXLIQEWQYGLEWTSWWMFPI%JXIVEWLSVX[LMPI
however, the laptops were closed and we continued our conversation without them. 
0SSOMRKJSVTMGXYVIWEJXIVXLIZMWMX[I[IVIWSFYW]HMWGYWWMRKSYVMHIEW[IJSVKSXXSZMWYEPP]VIGSVH
SYVQIIXMRK[I[IVIWXVYGOF]XLITLSXSKVETLWSRXLIMRXIVRIX[LMGLMRZEVMEFP]GSRXEMRIHE
man with a laptop sitting at the long table we had rejected.25 Of course, this could have been 
WXEKIHJSVTVSQSXMSREPTYVTSWIW[IHSRSXORS[XLIGSRXI\XYEPFEGOKVSYRHXSXLIWIMQEKIW
but they seemed to support our observations over the last few months: that when women use 
their laptops in public spaces they tend to choose seats on the edges of spaces, much as E did in 
her local caf, or bounded in some way by a prop or architectural feature, while the men observed 
[IVIQSVIPMOIP]XSGLSSWISVEGGITXEWIEXXLEXMWQSVISTIR
More research is required to establish whether this tendency is indicative of a more general 
TEXXIVRFYXEWWYQMRKMXMWMXVEMWIWERMRXIVIWXMRKTSMRX*SV[LMPI[SQIREVIQSVIPMOIP]XS[SVO
MRSTIRTPERSJ½GIWXLERQIR26ERHEVIPIWWPMOIP]XSLEZIETVMZEXIWTEGI[MXLMRXLILSQI27 (and 
therefore are subjected to greater levels of public display than men), when they are in a position to 
choose the nature of the space they inhabit, they seem to prefer spaces that are bounded in some 
[E]¯XLEXIREFPIXLIQXSGVIEXIETVMZEXIWTEGIFILMRHXLIMVPETXSTWGVIIR
,S[IZIVSYV EYXSIXLRSKVETLMG VI¾IGXMSRW EPWS VEMWI ER MRXIVIWXMRKUYIWXMSREFSYX XLI[E] MR
which we both create a sense of privacy or personal space through action as well as through spatial 
positioning. In EÕs local caf she notes how the act of getting out the laptop, setting it up and then 
[SVOMRKSRMXKMZILIVEWIRWISJTVMZEXIWTEGIXLEXWMQTP]WMXXMRKEXXLIXEFPI[MXLEGYTSJGSJJII
[SYPHRSX0MOI[MWI.´WI\TIVMIRGISRXLIXVEMRMWWMQMPEV8LMWI\TIVMIRGIEPWSGLMQIW[MXLVIWIEVGL
conducted by Moira Munroe and Ruth Madigan who found in their study of owner-occupied 
households in Glasgow that women often mentioned the ways in which they used small domestic 
XEWOWWYGLEW[EWLMRKYTSVTVITEVMRKGSJJIIEWEWXVEXIK]XSHMWXERGIXLIQWIPZIWJVSQXLIKIRIVEP
hubbub of the household. They explain, ÔThis ÔbusynessÕ creates a space, without the very pointed 
separation that would be indicated by deliberately leaving the room.Õ28 
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8LI WMKRM½GERGI SJ XLI TL]WMGEP SFNIGX MXWIPJ MR XLI WYFXPI
transformations that we enacted, whether in the home, on the 
XVEMRSVMRXLIGEJqMWERSXLIVWXVMOMRKTSMRXXLEXGSQIWSYXSJSYV
VI¾IGXMSRWGSR½VQMRKVIWIEVGLF]'LVMWXIRE2MTTIVX¯)RK[LS
suggests that objects play an essential role in the construction 
SJ FSYRHEVMIW FIX[IIR LSQI ERH[SVO EPXLSYKL WLI MW RSX
WTIGM½GEPP]GSRGIVRIH[MXLMRJSVQEXMSRXIGLRSPSK]29 For both 
E and J the process of setting up the laptop and then closing 
MX SVTYXXMRK MX E[E][LIR½RMWLIH JSVQIHER MQTSVXERXTEVX
MR XLI XVERWJSVQEXMSRSJ VSPIW -RHIIH EW8YVOPI´W VIWIEVGL LEW
demonstrated, the psychological affects of relationships with 
computers is a rich and long-reaching topic. Computers have 
not only become an extension of the self but they also enable 
FIWTSOI ZMVXYEP IRZMVSRQIRXW XS FI GVIEXIH8LMW FPYVVMRK SJ
boundaries between the invisible and the tangible is apposite 
given that in the last decade there has been an increasing focus 
on the dematerialisation of technology and in particular the idea 
of the Ôinvisible computerÕ.30 In this scenario, our homes and other 
environments would be embedded with hidden technologies 
that we could access when desired; turning for example the 
painting on the wall, or the place mat on the table, into our home 
computer screen. What this vision ignores is the importance of 
the material engagement with our (mobile) computers and how 
this facilitates the shifting roles we have to negotiate. The question, 
then, for interior designers is whether embedded technology is 
really so desirable? This also seems to be supported by Norman 
1EOSXS7YERH+PSVME1EVO´WWXYH]SJRSQEHMG[SVOMRKTVEGXMGIW
in which they suggest that practical issues such as locating well 
TPEGIH TPYK WSGOIXW ERH E PEGO SJ ZMWMFPI GYIW SVQEVOIVW JSV
VIWSYVGIW WYGL EW[M½ GVIEXI FEVVMIVW XSQSFMPI[SVOMRK -X
would therefore seem that greater technological visibility, not 
less, is required in the design of our environment.  
While the nature of this autoethnographic research might be 
GLEVEGXIVMWIH EW ER I\TPSVEXSV] ½VWX WXIT XS[EVHW EWWIWWMRK
the impact of laptop use on the design of interior spaces, the 
implications for interior design seem to be numerous both for 
those who might want to encourage, or discourage, the use 
of laptops, and for those to whom gender-sensitive design is 
a priority. Despite its open-endedness we nonetheless believe 
that our research demonstrates that further investigation is 
required in order to fully explore the relationship between 
mobile communication technologies such as the laptop and the 




either for children or elderly dependants. Moreover, returning 




FYX EPWS XS SYV[SVO3J GSYVWI[IQMKLX[ERX XS UYIWXMSR
XLI HIWMVEFMPMX] SJ XLI MRGVIEWMRK MRXVYWMSR SJ[SVO MRXS LSQI
PMJIXLEXXLMW¾I\MFMPMX]GERFVMRKEW[IPPEWEWWSGMEXIHTVIWWYVIW
and expectations that this places on all users, but the laptop 
RIZIVXLIPIWWIREFPIWYW¯ EW[SQIR¯ XSPE]GPEMQXSWTEGIWERH
transform the function and psychology of those spaces in ways 
that can be potentially liberating and empowering. 
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